EpoxyPro Metallics Application Instructions:
STEP 1. MIXING PRIMER COLOR COAT:
MIX the Blue labeled cans Part A & B for 4 minutes. (1-Gallon can Part A & 1-Quart can Part B)
Cordless Drill or low variable speed plug in drill motor
Mixing Wand
5 Gallon Pal for mixing
Spike Shoes
3/8 Nap Roller cover with 9 inch or 18 inch Roller frame & Trim Brush
(For best results do not use any other nap size-Roll floor evenly leaving no puddles)
DRY TIME: Approximately 8 to 12 hours before applying the Finish coat of EpoxyPro Metallics
STEP 2. MIXING METALLICS CLEAR & POWDER:
NOTE: (Assemble poles, Squeegee, Roller Cover, Frame & Spike Shoes prior to mixing)
MIX the Red labeled cans Part A & B with Metallic Powder for 4 minutes and pour out onto the floor
“IMEDIATELY” and start the Squeegee Application process.
1-Gallon can of Part A
½-Gallon can of Part B
1-JAR of Metallic Powder
Cordless Drill or low variable speed plug in drill motor
Mixing Wand
5 Gallon Clean Pal for mixing
Spike Shoes
Notched Squeegee
3/8 Nap Roller cover 9 inch or 18 inch Roller frame & Trim Brush
SQUEEGEE APPLICATION PROCESS:
Once mixed "IMMEDIATELY" pour all of the 1.5 gallons onto the center of the floor or pour a long puddle at the
furthest point of the room onto the floor 6 inches from wall to begin the squeegee process of the EpoxyPro Metallics
mix puddle from left side of room to right side of room while working away from the starting point wall.
ROLLER FINISH INTERMEDIATE STEP:
Roll out Squeegeed Metallics material evenly to help self-leveling. (Wait 10 minutes before next final step)
RANDOM PATTERN MARBLE EFFECT PROCESS:
Start in left corner and hold the pole straight in front of you and start twisting pole left to right using a 9 inch roller
cover with (3/8 inch nap) Slightly lifted but still touching material. This will give you a half circle pattern and material
will naturally cure into a marbling finish. Continue from left to right side of room working your way out until finished.
CURE TIME: 16 to 24 Hours
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